ExtraHop Names New CFO and CMO, Expands Executive Leadership Team with
Appointment of CLO and CPO
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Seasoned executives bolster and expand the senior leadership team to support the company’s next phase
of growth
SEATTLE – August 30, 2022 – ExtraHop (http://www.extrahop.com/), the leader in cloud-native network
intelligence, today announced the appointment of four new leaders to its executive team: Matt Parson as
chief financial officer (CFO), Christine Nurnberger as chief marketing officer (CMO), Lauren Zajac as
chief legal officer (CLO), and John Hoffman as chief people officer (CPO). These seasoned executives
bring exceptional experience helping public and private B2B technology companies rapidly scale for
long-term growth and success.
"ExtraHop is at the forefront of the transformation taking place in network security. Legacy perimeterand rules-based approaches that have long failed to prevent intrusion are giving way to a new breed of
technologies that harness AI and behavioral analytics to detect, hunt, investigate, and respond to the
most advanced threats," said Patrick Dennis, CEO, ExtraHop. "We are here to reinvent a market, and the
knowledge, industry expertise, and skills of these new leaders, added to our dynamic team of existing
executives, will help accelerate ExtraHop into our next phase of growth and capitalize on this incredible
opportunity."
As CFO, Parson will oversee the company’s financial operations with an eye toward bringing
public-market discipline to ExtraHop. He was most recently CFO at Paymentus, a publicly traded SaaS-based
payment solutions provider. Parson also spent 12 years at Red Hat where he helped the infrastructure
software company realize exponential growth across a number of roles in the organization.
As CMO, Nurnberger will focus on growth and marketing strategies to help ExtraHop tap into new global
markets and expand in existing markets. She is known for her metric-driven and collaborative approach to
marketing that builds alignment across the business and delivers growth. Most recently, Nurnberger spent
eight years as the CMO at Bottomline, a leading provider of business payment automation and digital
banking solutions.
As CLO, Zajac will oversee all ExtraHop global legal, ethics and integrity, and compliance strategy and
operations. She spent the past 15 years at Workhuman where she led all legal, compliance, and data
protection functions. Zajac also has served as general counsel for a broad mix of high-growth technology
companies.
As CPO, Hoffman will guide ExtraHop people functions, including human resources, global recruitment, and
talent acquisition. He has more than 20 years’ experience building and enabling world class technology
teams. Most recently, Hoffman was chief people and productivity officer at Alvaria.
“The opportunity for ExtraHop to solve a real problem facing every company today, no matter the sector
or geographic location, is incredible,” Dennis said. “I want our customers to unlock the value of
their network for both their IT and security teams, to break down silos and leverage real, contextualized
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data to solve their business challenges.”
About ExtraHop
Cyberattackers have the advantage. ExtraHop is on a mission to help you take it back with security that
can't be undermined, outsmarted, or compromised. Our dynamic cyber defense platform, Reveal(x) 360, helps
organizations detect and respond to advanced threats—before they compromise your business. We apply
cloud-scale AI to petabytes of traffic per day, performing line-rate decryption and behavioral analysis
across all infrastructure, workloads, and data-in-flight. With complete visibility from ExtraHop,
enterprises can detect malicious behavior, hunt advanced threats, and forensically investigate any
incident with confidence. ExtraHop has been recognized as a market leader in network detection and
response by IDC, Gartner, Forbes, SC Media, and numerous others.
When you don't have to choose between protecting your business and moving it forward, that's security
uncompromised. Learn more at www.extrahop.com.
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